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Systems and Methods For Implementing Deterministic Finite Automata (DFAs) Via A

Blockchain

This invention relates generally to systems and protocols for the automated execution of

computer-based processes computer protocols and, more particularly, to the verification,

enforcement and/or performance of condition controlled processes such as, for example,

those relating to contracts. The invention is no, however, limited to use in relation to

contracts. The invention also relates to blockchain technology such as, but not limited to,

the Bitcoin blockchain, and may be used to advantage with a smart contract.

It has long been desirable to use computers to automate and control the execution of tasks

and processes. This is especially true, for example, in relation to the execution of

agreements between parties such as those relating to financial agreements. Smart contracts

have been a topic of academic research and practical interest since the realisation that an

electronic version of the essence of a contract can be better defined and subsequently

executed and enforced by computers. One of the key problems with modern contract

management is that it tends to be ad-hoc, with local stores and copies of contracts that are

manually maintained. This copies can become out of synch with each other, and require

their own storage and maintenance. This is inefficient and gives rise to problems relating

to security and cost. These problems can be addressed at least in part by automating the

performance of a machine-readable and executable documents (sometimes referred to in

the art as "smart contracts"). Such automated solutions also help to minimise possible

ambiguities and interpretations arising from natural language and legalese. As a

consequence, contracts can be performed in a less costly yet more efficient and reliable

manner if they are automated.

Among the different approaches which have been proposed in the literature, it has been

shown that deterministic finite automata (DFA), also known as deterministic finite state

machines, have a rich enough structure to represent a wide range (if not all) of imaginable

financial agreements, as well as other kinds of contracts. The concept of Finite State

Machines and DFAs are well known within computing sciences. A DFA is a mathematical

model of computation conceived as an abstract machine which can be in one of a finite set



of states, and can change from one state to another (transition) when a triggering event or

condition occurs. Its computational capabilities are more than those of combinational logic

but less than those of a stack machine.

The automated execution of contracts has also been investigated recently in relation to

blockchain technology. An example of this is CN 105893042 A, which discusses the use

of a blockchain as a secure storage facility for data relating to state changes that have

occurred during the execution of a smart contract. However, blockchain technology,

transaction outputs and their associated scripts can be used in a much more sophisticated

and technically complex manner to provide more intelligent behaviour, as discussed

herein.

A blockchain is a computer-implemented, decentralised, distributed peer-to-peer computer

system made up of unchangeable blocks which in turn are made up of Transactions. It

involves a consensus-based protocol. Each block contains a hash of the previous block so

that blocks become chained together to create a tamper-proof and permanent record of all

Transactions which have been written to the blockchain since its inception. These blocks

can be publicly inspected but cannot be altered or removed once they have become part of

the blockchain as alterations would cause a change to the hash.

Transactions contain small programs known as scripts embedded into its inputs and

outputs, which specify how and by whom the outputs of the transaction can be accessed.

Each unspent Transaction (referred to as UTXO) can be spent as an input into a new

transaction, and thus the chain grows over time. Each output has an associated amount of

currency which can be spent to an address on the network as long as it complies with the

requirements specified in the output's locking script. An address is the public key of a

cryptographic asymmetric key pair. A P2PKH (pay to public key hash) output is an output

which pays its value to an address (public key) directly, while an output in a P2SH (pay to

script hash) Transaction is associated with a pubkey script (also known as an unlocking

script) containing a hash of a second script, the redeem script which the receiver must

provide, along with his signature, in a subsequent Transaction in order to spend the output.



The most widely known application of block chain technology is the Bitcoin distributed

ledger, although other blockchain implementations have been proposed and developed.

While Bitcoin may be referred to herein for the purpose of convenience and illustration, it

should be noted that the invention is not limited to use with the Bitcoin blockchain and

alternative blockchain implementations fall within the scope of the invention.

Blockchain technology is known for the use of cryptocurrency implementation. However,

in more recent times, digital entrepreneurs have begun exploring both the use of the

cryptographic security system Bitcoin is based on, and the data that can be stored on the

Blockchain, to implement new systems. As a result, computer protocols known as "smart

contracts" have begun to attract attention as they can enable the automated enforcement or

performance of a contract, either partially or in its entirety. Blockchain-implemented smart

contracts can provide benefits such as enhanced security, a public record of events which is

tamper-proof and permanent, and reduced transactions costs.

Thus, it is desirable to provide a solution which provides the benefits arising from the

automation of a process such as a contract, and the benefits of using a blockchain for that

automation.

Such an improved solution has now been devised. The invention is defined in the

appended claims.

In accordance with the invention, there may be provided a blockchain-implemented

method/system. This may be described as a method/system for the automated performance

and control of a technical process. The present invention may provide a technological

innovation which facilitates the automated performance of a process via the

implementation or practical incarnation of a Finite State Machine or DFA on the

infrastructure of a blockchain. The states of the machine may be defined and determined.

The conditions or triggers for each state transition may be stored. Upon execution of the

process, the executed states may be recorded on the permanent blockchain ledger.

Blockchain Transactions may function as agents or participants who cause the machine to

move from one state to another. Each state transition may represent or correspond to a step



in the process. When the DFA defines a contract, the invention may provide a mechanism

for the automatic execution and enforcement of the commitments of the different

contracting parties, as well as other clauses and provisions.

Additionally or alternatively, the invention may be described as a method/solution of using

a blockchain to control a computer-implemented process that is being executed off the

blockchain. Thus, it may comprise the interaction of computer-based systems which are

very different in terms of their architecture and protocols. One or more of the features

described above may be used in accordance with this aspect of the invention.

One or more embodiments of the invention may provide a method of implementing

(incarnating or realising) a DFA on or in conjunction with a blockchain. The DFA may be

a software-based DFA. The blockchain may be implemented in conjunction with a

Bitcoin-based protocol, or may use another blockchain protocol. Additionally or

alternatively, it may be a method arranged to enable the determination of the state of a

blockchain-implemented DFA. This may be the current state. The method may enable the

dynamic (at run time) determination of the state of a DFA. Thus, one or more aspects of

the invention may provide a mechanism for implementing a DFA on a blockchain in a

more accurate, complex and intelligent manner than simply being used as a secure storage

facility for recording data about events that have already occurred.

It may comprise the step of associating a portion of a locking script of an unspent output

(UTXOi) of a blockchain transaction (Txi) with a given state of the DFA. The portion of

the locking script may be a portion of data within the locking script. It may be a portion of

metadata. It may be an identifier, label or tag.

Thus, the invention may use unspent transaction outputs (UTXOs) on the blockchain to

record and identify the state that the DFA has been in and/or is currently in at a given point

in execution.

The method may comprise the step of:



using a further transaction (Tx2) to make a transition from the state of the DFA to a further

state by spending the output (UTXOi) of the transaction (Txi). The further state may be

associated with a portion of data provided within a locking script of an unspent output

(UTX0 2) of the further transaction. Thus, spending the UTXO may cause a change of

DFA state to be recorded or incarnated in the blockchain.

The method may comprise the step of:

using a portion of code to implement or represent at least one state transition trigger which,

when executed, causes a further transaction (Tx2) to spend the output (UTXOi) of the

transaction (Txi) and thus move the DFA to another state.

The portion of code may comprise a machine-testable condition which provides a Boolean

result based upon an input signal. The input signal may be determined at run time and may

be used by the portion of code to determine whether or not the unspent output (UTXOi)

should be spent so as to move the DFA to the further state.

The portion of data in the unspent output (UTXOi) may be provided in a locking script.

The portion of data may be a tag, label or a portion of metadata.

The DFA may be a model of a machine-executable smart contract.

The unspent output (UTXOi) may comprise a locking script which includes a hash of a

puzzle, the solution of which must be provided by an input of a further transaction in order

to spend the output (UTXOi) and transition the DFA to another state.

The unspent output (UTXOi) may comprise a locking script which includes a hash of a

redeem script which must be provided by an input of a further transaction in order to spend

the output (UTXOi) and transition the DFA to another state. The redeem script may

comprise a cryptographic key.

The method may comprise the step of using one or more computing agents to perform any

feature described above or hereafter.



The invention also provides a system arranged to implement the method of any

embodiment mentioned above. The system comprise may comprise:

a blockchain platform; (this may or may not be the Bitcoin blockchain)

at least one computing agent arranged to implement the DFA via the blockchain.

Additionally or alternatively, the method may comprise the step of:

using at least one input signal to execute at least one condition and, based on the outcome

of the execution of the condition, perform an action in accordance with a state transition

table for the DFA.

Performance of the action may be identifiable or detectable from the state of a blockchain

ledger. This may be achieved by looking at/analysing the outputs of one or more

blockchain transactions. If a transaction relates to the DFA and/or a contract that the DFA

relates to, then the output(s) may be inspected to determine whether the output has been

spent or not. The state of the DFA may be discerned from the fact that an output is still

unspent. This may be discerned by consulting a state transition table that has been devised

for the DFA. It may have been devised prior to execution of the method/system.

The action may be performed using a transaction (Tx) on the blockchain. The action may

be identifiable from an output and/or an input of at least one transaction on a blockchain.

The method may comprise the step of analysing the state of the blockchain to determine

the current state of the DFA based on whether or not an action has been performed.

The DFA may represent or model the execution of a contract. The contract may be a

machine-executable smart contract.

The at least one input signal may be a signal or value generated and/or provided by a

human or non-human source. For example, it may be generated by the computer on which

the method is executing e.g. a time or date derived from a system clock. It may be

received from a source external to the computer e.g. from a remote sensor or remote

computing resource.



The at least one input signal may provide a trigger for a transition from one state of the

DFA to another, or may cause a trigger to "fire" or be activated, causing an ensuing action.

The method may comprise the step of determining the state transition table for the DFA.

The state transition table may be codified in software. The software may comprise

instructions relating to given input signals and the state transitions and/or machine-

executable actions which they trigger.

The method may comprise the step of associating a portion of (data in) the locking script of

an unspent output (UTXOi) of a blockchain transaction (Txi) with a given state of the

DFA. The method may comprise the step of using a further transaction (Tx2) to make a

transition from the state of the DFA to a further state by spending the output (UTXOi) of

the transaction (Txi). The further state may be associated with a portion of data provided

within a locking script of an unspent output (UTX0 2) of the further transaction.

The method may comprise the step of using a portion of code comprising the at least one

computer-executable condition, to implement or represent at least one state transition

trigger which, when executed, causes a further transaction (Tx2) to spend the output

(UTXOi) of the transaction (Txi) and thus move the DFA to another state. The portion of

code may comprise a condition which provides a Boolean result based upon the input

signal.

The method may comprise the step of maintaining a record of the number of times a

particular state has been occupied by the DFA. The record may be maintained using an

index which is incremented within a loop or iterating construct. The loop or iterating

construct may terminate when a pre-defined condition is met.

The software-implemented DFA may be implemented and/or executed using a distributed

architecture or system. The invention may also provide a system arranged to implement

any embodiment of the method described above or hereafter.

The invention may provide a software-implemented DFA comprising software arranged to:



use at least one input signal to execute at least one condition and, based on the outcome of

the execution of the condition, perform an action in accordance with a state transition table

for the DFA; wherein performance of the action is identifiable from the state of a

blockchain ledger.

The invention may provide a method comprising the step of associating a portion of a

locking script of an unspent output (UTXOi) of a blockchain transaction (Txi) with a given

state of the DFA. The portion of the locking script may be a portion of data within the

locking script. It may be a portion of metadata. It may be an identifier, label or tag. Thus,

the invention may use unspent transaction outputs (UTXOs) on the blockchain to record

and identify the state that the DFA has been in and/or is currently in at a given point in

execution.

The method may comprise the step of using a further transaction (Tx2) to make a transition

from the state of the DFA to a further state by spending the output (UTXOi) of the

transaction (Txi). The further state may be associated with a portion of data provided

within a locking script of an unspent output (UTX0 2) of the further transaction. Thus,

spending the UTXO may cause a change of DFA state to be recorded or incarnated in the

blockchain.

The invention may be substantially as described below with respect to the "codification

Technique" section of the description but may also incorporate features from other sections

of the document and incorporate any feature described herein.

Additionally or alternatively, the invention may comprise the step of executing a program

which is arranged to monitor for and/or receive an input signal and, responsive to the input

signal, generate a blockchain transaction Tx2 which comprises an unspent output (UTXO)

and spends an output of a previous transaction Txi.

The output of previous transaction Txi may comprise a locking script which includes an

identifier associated with a first state of the DFA, and the unspent output (UTXO) of

transaction Tx2 may comprise a locking script which includes a further identifier associated



with a further state of the DFA. The identifier can be any form or format of label, tag or

means for identifying the state. It can comprise a portion of data, such as metadata, or a

cryptographic key.

The program may comprise the identifier associated with the first state of the DFA. The

program may be arranged to generate and/or execute a further program which comprises

the further identifier which is associated with the further state of the DFA and included in

the UTXO of the further transaction Tx2.

The DFA may model or represent the execution of a (machine executable) smart contract.

The smart contract may be generated by a computer-based resource by populating a

template contract with parameters. Thus, the contract generation may be automated.

The method may comprise the step of determining a state transition table for the DFA and

storing the state transition table in a computer-based storage resource.

The program may be arranged to generate the blockchain transaction Tx2 responsive to the

input signal by:

using the identifier in the locking script of blockchain transaction Txi to determine the

current state of the DFA;

using a state transition table for the DFA to determine the further state and its associated

identifier, based on the current state and the input signal.

The method may comprise the step of submitting the blockchain transaction Tx2 and/or

previous transaction Txi to a blockchain network.

A plurality of programs may be generated and executed, each program comprising an

identifier for uniquely identifying a state of the DFA. Thus, a series of programs (scripts)

may be used to execute the contract, each script having a lifetime substantially

corresponding to the duration of the state i.e. how long the DFA is or may be in that given

state.



The unspent output (UTXO) of the transaction (Tx2) and/or the output of the previous

transaction (Txi) may comprise a locking script which includes a hash of a puzzle, the

solution of which must be provided by an input of another blockchain transaction in order

to spend the output(s) and transition the DFA to another state.

The unspent output (UTXO) of the transaction (Tx2) and/or the output of the previous

transaction (Txi) may comprise a locking script which includes a hash of a redeem script

which must be provided by an input of another transaction in order to spend the output

(UTXO) and transition the DFA to another state. The redeem script may comprise a

cryptographic key.

The states of the DFA may be represented by unspent outputs (UTXOs) in transactions on

the blockchain. Spending a given UTXO may represent a transition to a different state.

The states, actions, conditions and triggers may be provided in a transition table for the

DFA and/or encoded in software.

The invention may provide a system arranged to implement, realise or incarnate a

software-based DFA. It may do this via a blockchain. It may comprise:

a blockchain; (this may or may not be implemented using the Bitcoin network)

one or more computing agents arranged to generate and/or execute at least one program in

accordance with any method step(s) described above or hereafter;

and a storage resource for storing the state transition table for the DFA; this may be, for

example a hash table or distributed hash table; and/or

at least one template for a blockchain transaction and/or at least one template for the smart

contract.



The invention may be substantially as described in the following section entitled

"compiling and executing the Software-Implemented DFA" although feature(s) from other

sections of the description may also apply.

The system may be arranged to implement or realise a state machine on a blockchain

perform so as to perform an automated execution of a (smart) contract.

Any feature mentioned in relation to a system of the invention may also be applicable to a

corresponding method of the invention, and vice versa. Any feature mentioned herein in

relation to one aspect or embodiment of the invention may also apply to any other

embodiment or aspect.

The blockchain-based DFA of the present invention incorporates at least the following key

features:

• Provides a blockchain-based implementation of a mathematical model of

computation conceived as an abstract machine that can be in one of a finite set of

states, and can change from one state to another (transition) when a triggering event

of a finite set (called input) occurs

• provides a novel technology for the establishment and automated execution of

contracts based on the technical realisation of the commitments of different parties

as a Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) embodied in a computational and

storage structure on a blockchain platform

• Can use an existing blockchain infrastructure and protocol

• Enables and facilitates automated generation, control and performance of a smart

contract

• Executable and enforceable automatically by computers.

• Permanent, immutable record of contracts, their execution and outcomes.

The invention provides and harnesses at least the following benefits, which are inherent to

blockchain protocols and platforms:

· Inherently secure by design (the Bitcoin protocol requires no trusted parties).

• Distributed, so avoids a large single point of failure and is not vulnerable to attack.

• Easy to manage and maintain (the Bitcoin network is straightforward to use)



Inexpensive (just a small transaction fee is usually expected under the Bitcoin

protocol)

Not geographically limited or restricted - can be used anywhere and at any time by

anyone with access to the Internet

Transparent, once data has been written to the blockchain, anyone can see it.

Immutable, once data has been written to the blockchain, no one can change it.

Privacy is maintained, no personally identifying information is involved.

These and other aspects of the present invention will be apparent from and elucidated with

reference to, the embodiment described herein. An embodiment of the present invention

will now be described, by way of example only, and with reference to the accompany

drawings, in which:

Figure 1 illustrates an overview of a system arranged in accordance with an embodiment of

the invention.

Figure 2 shows an illustrative embodiment of the invention wherein a smart contract is

executed as a DFA implemented on a blockchain using P2PKH Transactions to represent

the various state transitions that are triggered.

Figure 3 illustrates a blockchain-based DFA as per the example discussed below.

Figure 4 shows an example of an origination (to state so) transaction (o) for the puzzle-

based implementation described below.

Figure 5 shows an example of a transition (from state so to state ff ) transaction (tf).

Figure 6 shows an example of a completion (from state ff.) transaction (cf).

Figure 7 shows a blockchain transaction which is analogous to that in Figure 4 but using

the P2SH transaction type for the DFA states.



Figure 8 shows an example analogous to that in figure 5 but using the P2SH transaction

type for the DFA states.

Figure 9 shows an example which is analogous to that of figure 6 but using the P2SH

transaction type for the DFA states.

Figure 10 is a State diagram for the bond of example 1 of a Codification technique which

may be used in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. It shows the states

(blobs) and the transitions (connecting lines) associated with the indicated inputs.

Figure 11 shows a State diagram of the coupon bond of example 2 with a recurrent state.

Figure 12 shows the internal state diagram of the recurrent state in relation to the example

of figure 11.

Figure 13 shows a state diagram for the European call option example of the "compilation

and execution" section of the present application, showing the states (blobs) and the

blockchain transactions (triangles) to be submitted: origination (o), transitions (t) and

completions (c).

In this document we use the term 'blockchain' to include all forms of consensus-based

electronic, computer-based distributed ledgers, including, but not limited to blockchain and

transaction-chain technologies, permissioned and un-permissioned ledgers, shared ledgers

and variations thereof. The most widely known application of blockchain technology is

the Bitcoin ledger, although other blockchain implementations have been proposed and

developed. While Bitcoin may be referred to herein for the purpose of convenience and

illustration, it should be noted that the invention is not limited to use with the Bitcoin

blockchain and alternative blockchain implementations and protocols fall within the scope

of the present invention.

An illustrative embodiment of the invention comprises a definition for a DFA that models

a process or task, such as a contract, and a related system of computing resources which



may be referred to as agents or "bots". The agents are arranged to generate the

transactions and submit them to the blockchain. However, the invention is not limited to

use in relation to contracts.

Turning to Figure 1, the invention provides the realisation of a process as an abstract DFA

incarnated on a computing platform - blockchain - comprising hardware and software

components. Figure 1 provides an overview of a system arranged in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment of the invention. The system comprises computing agents 3

capable of interaction with other entities 4 (e.g. humans or other computers) to receive

instructions. These instructions might be, for example, which smart contract to create and

execute. Thus, the computing agents 3 interact with the physical world to implement the

invention by responding to, and causing, events outside themselves in the "real world".

The specification of the contract itself can be provided in any machine-executable format,

e.g. xBRL and stored in a secure and decentralized manner, for example in a distributed

hash table (DHT) 5 on the torrent network. From the specification of the contract a

computing agent constructs the DFA 2, which is subsequently incarnated on the blockchain

1 by one or more agents.

The DFA 2 itself is specified as a finite set {S, I, t, so, F}, where S stands for the (finite) set

of possible states in which the contract/DFA can be; I is a (finite) set of inputs (also known

as the alphabet), which in our context means any event or condition which can occur in

relation to the contract, e.g., a payment is made, the maturity of the instrument is reached, a

counterparty defaults, etc.; in our mechanism these input signals are received/produced by

one or more agents, and which then determine the next state of the system (possibly the

same one).

The third component of a DFA is a transition function t : S x I S. The term

"Deterministic" in "DFA" refers to the uniqueness of the decision: given a state and an

input there is only one new state (possibly the same one). Thus, given an initial state (So)

and a history of inputs the outcome of the calculation (contract) is unique, one among the

set of all possible final outcomes (F _Ξ S). Once all these elements have been established,



the DFA is completely defined by a transition table, specifying the future states for all

possible current states and input signals. The states of the DFA are themselves associated

with unspent transaction outputs (UTXO) on the blockchain. As is known in the art, the

Bitcoin network continuously tracks all available UTXO. In accordance with the

invention, the mechanism by which the DFA moves from one state to another is incarnated

(implemented) in accordance with the invention by blockchain transactions. Effectively, a

transaction on the blockchain spends the UTXO associated with one state (an input of a

previous transaction) and creates the UTXO associated with the next state (an output).

Simple DFA Example: Discount (Zero-Coupon) Bond

For the sake of illustration, we now consider a discount (zero-coupon) bond, which is a

simple debt instrument usually bought at a price (normally at a discount with respect to its

face value), then held for some time until its principal is returned at maturity. Thus, a

coupon bond is a debt obligation with periodic interest payment (coupons) that the holder

receives from the issuance of the contract until its maturity when, in addition to the last

coupon, the principal of the bond is paid as well.

The possible states we will consider are S = {so, fo, fi}, indicating, respectively, the

holding state (so), the normal conclusion of the contract (if it follows the happy path) or

happy ending (fo), and a state (fi) in which things go wrong, e.g. litigation. The final states

of the system are thus F = {fo, fi}. The alphabet we will consider is I = {r, d, e}, indicating,

respectively, repayment of the principal at (or before) expiration (r), default of the issuer at

(or before) expiration (d), and expiration of the contract without repayment (e). The

transition matrix for this simple contract is presented in Table 1.

Table 1 - transition table for a DFA representing a zero-coupon bond.

It should be noted that the final states represent the completion of the contract, thus no

further states need to be specified from them (currently noted as '-' in the transition table,



although those lines could be omitted). In principle, more states and/or inputs (as well as

actions) could be defined for this instrument, but this has not been done in this document

for the sake of simplicity and clarity, to illustrate the fundamentally inventive aspects of

the invention rather than injecting distracting detail relating to the complexities of the

contract.

Figure 3 represents the embodiment of the zero-coupon bond DFA on the (Bitcoin)

blockchain. The states are represented by circles and the Bitcoin transactions which move

the machine from one state to the other by the blue triangles. Note that the inputs received

by the agents are omitted in Figure 3, however in each state one or other transition should

occur according to these inputs, which is reflected in the diagram by the construction of

one or other Bitcoin transaction (e.g., to or ti in state so); no transactions are required for

transitions which do not change the state, thus they have been omitted. In addition to the

transitional transactions of the DFA (ti), an initial origination transaction (o), and

transactions corresponding to the completion of the contract (c are considered.

We now turn our attention to the flow of funds in the transactions (originations, transitions

and completions). An important observation is that because of the finite nature of the DFA,

and of (financial) contracts, the process will be completed after a number of transitions.

This necessarily implies (assuming some finite fees for the computing agents involved and

the Bitcoin miners) that the maximum costs of the establishment and execution of the

contract is bound and can be determined in advance, e.g. at the point of establishment of

the DFA. It is given by the total amount of funds required to execute the contract following

the longest imaginable path. This, of course, excludes the possibility of infinite loops in the

execution, note however that this is not relevant for current (financial) contracts, even

contracts such as perpetuities are bound to be completed at some point in the future,

despite their name; for example, when the indebted entity ceases to exist or the payments

become negligible due to inflation.

The particular distribution of the fees, how much each agent receives for their work,

although of practical significance is not a key element of the present invention. Continuing

with our example of a streamlined zero-coupon bond, we will arbitrarily assume a fee of 3



mBTC for the origination transaction (o), a transition fee (ti transaction) of 1 mBTC, and a

2 mBTC fee for the completion transaction (ci); note that these fees are automatically

included in the transactions themselves. Together with 3 mBTC of total mining fees for

the 3 transactions, this results in a total maximum cost of 9 mBTC. In our very simple

example, the length of all paths is equal. Thus the final cost of the contract will certainly

coincide with its maximum cost. Since this need not be the case in general, in order to

completely illustrate a general flow of funds, we will assume that the funds provided for

the execution of the contract are 10 mBTC, and that 1 mBTC is returned to the same

source of funds after completion. This takes the place of eventual unused funds at

completion, i.e., if maximum and used funds were to differ.

We will assume that the funds for the establishment and execution of the contract (10

mBTC) are initially provided by some funding source referred to as the Originator'. As

mentioned, in our example this source will also receive 1 mBTC unused funds after

completion. In principle, one could also include additional inputs and outputs of funds in

the transactions, e.g. the price paid for the zero-coupon bond, the repayment of the

principal, or any other imaginable transfer of funds. Although this may be of practical

interest, at this point it would only serve to obscure the essential elements of the present

invention. For the sake of clarity, such details have not been included in the examples

below. It should be noted, however, that the structure is completely general and such

possibilities are not excluded.

Illustrative Implementation of A Technical Solution - DFA System and Method

The skilled person will readily appreciate that the system could be implemented in a

variety of ways, with those variations still falling within the scope of the present invention.

For example, the configuration and architecture of the agent system 3 can be varied e.g.

whether the particular agents involved are known in advance, or not. We will consider two

technical design options here for the sake of illustration.

1. If participation on the contract is kept relatively open so that a variety of computing

agents can participate, a structure based on the standard blockchain transaction of

the type "transaction puzzle" is possible



2 . Conversely, if the transactions for each state can be assigned in advance to a

particular agent (or group of agents), a pay-to-script-hash (P2SH) transaction can

be used.

Puzzle-based blockchain transactions and P2SH transactions are known in the art of

blockchain technology. The skilled person will also understand that a number of

possibilities may exist in addition to, or alternatively to, the above two options. For

example, an embodiment may use a plurality of agents which change in time, and/or a

hierarchy of agents etc.. The possibilities are many but we will only describe two options

herein, from which the skilled person will readily derive other possible variations and

implementation options.

It should be noted, however, that the type of blockchain transaction used in an embodiment

is not essential to the present invention, as the party which provides/receives the funds in

the transactions (the issuer, the purchaser, the payee, etc.), is not fundamental to the

invention. Instead, a key element of the invention is that at any point in time the state of

the task/contract is defined within the blockchain, and that it provides a mechanism

(whatever its detailed concrete realisation) which enables automated generation of the

contract, execution of it on the blockchain, and enforcement of the appropriate outcome

according to the sequence of events that occurs. Note that, because the whole mechanism is

embodied on the blockchain, it inherently provides a permanent immutable record of the

history and outcome of the contract, among many other advantages.

Implementation Option 1: Transaction-Puzzle Approach

In one possible embodiment of the invention, the system of agents 3 is arranged as an open

network of computers in which anyone with some Internet-connected processing power

may join and may provide some processing power to the system (e.g. a provider of the

establishment and execution of the blockchain-based DFA contracts) and be rewarded for

their resources. In such situations, it is not possible to know in advance which particular

agent will submit the transaction to the blockchain, i.e., it is not possible to use any specific

information on the agent (e.g. its public keys). However, a transaction-puzzle type is



suitable for use in such situations. The general locking/unlocking mechanism of this type

of transactions is:

Locking Script: OP_HASH256 <state Sipuzzle> OP_EQUAL

Unlocking Script: <puzzle Si solution>

Where <state Sipuzzle> = HASH(<state Si puzzle solution>) and the puzzle solution itself

can include any desired information, including a code for the contract, the label of the

state, and any other desired information, for example some salt for added security:

<state Si puzzle solution> = HASH (<contract code; state Si; other data; salt>)

The concept of 'salt' is known in the prior art and would be readily understood by the

skilled person in the content of the present invention. The sequence of actions is as

follows, with reference to Figures 1 and 2 . First, the agent system (3, step 101) creates the

DFA structure 2 .

The transition table specifies and comprises the trigger events which will move the DFA

from one state to another. The transition table comprises at least one trigger event or

condition for each possible state transition. Thus a trigger is associated with a current state

i.e. the state from which the DFA will move after this trigger event, and a new state i.e. the

state that the DFA will be in after the transition which the trigger initiates.

At step 102 Figure 2, the puzzles for each possible state of the DFA are created, possibly

by computing agents. The transition table and its associated puzzles for each transition is

stored externally. This may be in some sort of database or a DHT. The puzzles are

distributed securely to the agents which are allowed to participate in the execution of the

contract. There is a number of possibilities for how this distribution can be achieved. In a

preferred embodiment, these steps are performed by the computing agent(s) in an

automated fashion, without the need for human intervention.

At step 104, an agent creates the origination transaction to state So. This may be as shown

in Figure 4 . The funds allocated to the contract have been assumed to be 10 mBTC, the



agent fee 3 mBTC, and the outgoing funds for further processing of the contract 6 mBTC

( 1 mBTC mining fee is implicit). At this stage the contract is incarnated as a structure on

the blockchain and is in its first state so, i.e., there is an UTXO associated with the state so

of the particular contract on the blockchain.

In the illustrative transaction of Figure 4, the funds allocated to the contract have been

assumed to be 10 mBTC, the agent (botnet) fee 3 mBTC, and the outgoing funds for

further processing of the contract 6 mBTC. A 1 mBTC mining fee is implicit.

As can be deduced by studying the transaction of Figure 4, the original funding for the

contract is received (from the Originator' in the example) by a P2PKH-type transaction;

output 0 (puzzle-based) can be unlocked by any agent in possession of the puzzle solution;

and output 1 (P2PKH) pays the required fee to the agent 3 which has succeeded in placing

the transaction on the blockchain.

Successive transitions upon execution of the contract are carried out by automated agents 3

in a similar fashion as exemplified in Figure 5 . The agents are arranged to obtain, generate

or receive the puzzle solution corresponding to the current state (so). They also interact

with some entity or entities (e.g. some other computer in the agent system, or some

data/signal source) in order to receive the appropriate input, read the transition table (or

just the part of it corresponding to the current state), and get the puzzle corresponding to

the appropriate next state (ff). The agent can then submit the transaction to the blockchain.

If the transaction is validated by the blockchain network, the agent will receive the relevant

fee and the DFA will be in the state ff. In the transition of Figure 5, the incoming funds

have been assumed to be 6 mBTC, the agent fee 1 mBTC, and the outgoing funds for

further processing of the contract 4 mBTC ( 1 mBTC mining fee is implicit).

Figure 6 shows the structure of the last of the possible transactions, namely those

completing the execution of the contract (cf). In figure 6, the input section follows the same

transaction puzzle logic as before, while output 0 pays the unused funds back to the

originator ( 1 mBTC, as discussed above), and output 1 pays the fee to the agent. In figure



6, the incoming funds have been assumed to be 4 mBTC, 1 mBTC unused funds are

returned to the originator, and the agent fee is 2 mBTC (a 1 mBTC mining fee is implicit).

Implementation Option 2 : P2SH-based transaction

The puzzle-based approach described in option one is suited for use wherein there is a

large number of a-priori unknown participants. However, in other cases a limited or

acceptably small number of acknowledged computing agents 3 may be designated for use

in conjunction with the invention. In this case, transactions of the type P2SH might be

more appropriate for use since they can be configured to include the public keys of the

known agents 3, thereby providing an extra layer of security. In the case of a single

acknowledged agent, a feasible locking/unlocking mechanism for the transactions is:

Locking Script: OP_HASH160 <state si redeem script hash> OP_EQUAL

Unlocking Script: OP_0 <agent signature> < state Si redeem script>

Redeem Script: OP_l <state Si metadata> <agent public key> OP_2

OP_CHECKMULTISIG

It should be noted that that this can be extended to a larger number of acknowledged agents

by including their signature as well. As before, the metadata of a state Si can include any

desired information, for example:

<state Si metadata> = HASH (<contract code; state Si; other data>)

The sequence of actions is similar as in the previous case for the puzzle-based approach.

First, the agent system 3 creates the DFA structure, stores the transition table externally

(e.g. in a DHT). It is then determined which agents will process the transactions and

retrieve/generate their public keys, which are then included in the redeem scripts for each

possible state of the DFA. It should be noted that these scripts can be stored externally (off

the blockchain) and need not be transmitted securely. Next, a computing agent creates the

origination transaction as specified in Figure 7 . The example of Figure 7 is analogous to

figure 4 but uses the P2SH transaction type for the DFA states.



At this stage the contract is incarnated as a structure on the blockchain and is in its first

state so. The only change in the transaction with respect to that in Figure 4 is output 0,

which now is of type P2SH and includes the public keys of the acknowledged agents as

discussed above.

Although the changes are analogous, for completeness Figures 8 and 9 provide examples

of transition transactions and completion transactions based on the P2SH transaction type.

The flow of funds is the same as before. Figure 8 shows an example analogous to that in

figure 5 but using the P2SH transaction type for the DFA states. Figure 9 shows an

example which is analogous to that of figure 6 but using the P2SH transaction type for the

DFA states.

A Novel Codification Technique For A Computer-Implemented DFA

Having described a blockchain-based DFA above, we now turn our attention to a

particularly advantageous and novel aspect of the invention. In this section, we describe a

novel and inventive technique for codifying the state of the DFA into a computer-readable

and executable form.

In the conventional way of regarding such a machine, states are defined statically (a priori)

and represent some particular configuration of the system or have some particular

meaning. For example, they can be given a set or names, be associated with a set of tags,

or with a set of unspent transaction outputs (UTXO) as explained above for a blockchain-

based DFA. This is enough for the system to work, since the (output of) computation itself

is determined by how the system moves between states while it accepts the chain of inputs.

In this sense, a DFA (i.e. the sets of states, transitions, etc.) is not unique and two DFA can

be equivalent, i.e. produce the same output for each given chain of inputs, even though it is

possible that the interpretation conceived a priori for the states is very different. Consider

cases where, for example, they are deployed on different physical machines or conceived

for solving different problems. This also leads naturally to the concept of DFA

minimization (see https://enAvikipedia org/wiki/L)FA .minimization).



Although the static determination (tagging) of states is enough for the abstract functioning

of the state machine itself, and enough for many problems in which only the output of the

calculation is relevant, there are cases in which the meaning of the states themselves is of

practical importance and cannot be inferred from the tags of the states. This might be, for

example, because it is purposely hidden for privacy or confidentiality reasons. An example

can also be found in cases in which the computation is distributed and carried out by

computing agents which (purposely) do not have complete information on the system. In

these cases a dynamic determination of the state of the system is necessary, at run time.

An advantageous aspect of the present invention described herein is a codification

technique which allows the dynamic (on-the-fly, at run time) determination of the state of a

DFA. Such DFA may include those associated with the distributed execution of a contract

as described above, but not exclusively so, and the invention is not limited with regard to

the purpose of the DFAs that the inventive technique is used with or their specific

implementations. As the conventional approach is to pre-define the states in a static

fashion, the dynamic state determination of the invention runs counter to traditional

methodology and offers a completely different technical solution to those known in the art.

It goes beyond there mere use of the blockchain for storing data about events that have

occurred.

For the description and illustration of the inventive codification technique we will use as

examples a coupon bond and a perpetuity, although the invention is by no means limited to

these example uses or applications. It is equally applicable to non-financial applications

and contexts. The nature of a coupon bond has been explained above. A perpetuity is a

stream of payments with no end, i.e. the coupon payments continue, in principle, forever.

In practice, though, due to the effect of positive interest rate compounding, at some point

the amount of the coupons is of no practical significance so that the discounted value of the

contract is, in reality, finite.



Example 1 of the Inventive Codification Technique - Straightforward Scenario

As already explained, a DFA consists of the finite sets (S, I, t, so, FJ, representing

respectively the possible states (S), inputs (I), transitions (t), initial state (So), and final

states (F), also called accepting states. In addition, a set of actions (a) can be defined

which represent side effects of the execution and do not determine the output of the

computation.

For the description and illustration of the invention we will consider a 3-period coupon

bond. The elements (and notation) of the DFA that we will consider for such a contract can

be statically defined as given in Tables 2 to 4 . Note that the initial state is designated by S

in our notation and the accepting states are Fo and Fi.

Table 2 : List of contract states for the coupon bond:

All of these inputs can be detected and determined by a computer in an automated fashion.

In the above example of table 3, it is possible for a computer to check whether a certain

date/time has been reached, or whether a certain payment has/has not been made via a

blockchain transaction. The blockchain can be traversed to check whether there is a

transaction making the payment on the ledger. As the Bitcoin blockchain provides a



permanent, public and tamper-proof record, this verification can be conducted by a

computing agent without the need for human intervention.

Table 4 : List of contract actions for the coupon bond.

Once these elements have been defined, the functioning of the system can be completely

specified by the state transition table, in which the current (initial/from-) state of the

system (rows) together with the appropriate input (columns) determine, according to the

table, the next (final/to-) state of the system as well as the actions to be carried out in

parallel to the transition. For our example this is given in Table 5 . Note that the execution

is understood to start in the initial state (S), and the only possible final (accepting) states

are Fo and Fi. Since these states mark the finalization of execution i.e. there is no transition

associated with them, they can be omitted from the rows of the table. An alternative format

for the transition table is given in table 5 .

Table 5 : State transition table of the coupon bond. When the system is in a particular state

(row) and a particular input (column) occurs, it transitions to the indicated state and carries

out the indicated actions (state / actions); a hyphen indicates that the input is irrelevant for

the given state, i.e. it does not apply to the state.

Another, equivalent way of specifying the functioning of the state machine is the so-called

state diagram, in which the states of the system are represented by blobs, the input and



actions are given by the attached labels, and the transitions are represented by the

connecting arrows; for our example it is given in Figure 10. Note that the final (accepting)

states Fo and Fi are, by convention, indicated with a double line for the blob. For

simplicity, since they are not relevant for the execution of the system, the actions have

been omitted from this diagram. The meaning of the dashed box (recurrent states) will be

clarified below.

As stated above, although not strictly necessary for the functioning of a DFA, a dynamic

determination of the state of the system which is both human and computer readable can be

a practical necessity and constitutes an aspect of the invention described herein. Each state

is characterized by a unique set of conditions that either do or do not ensue, or are

irrelevant for the particular state. Each condition must be something explicit and (machine)

testable. In other words, there must be a definite, computational way to tell if the condition

ensues or not. In this way, an embodiment of the invention may interact with the physical

world, or at least a world external to the computer on which the software is executing, in

that values or inputs for the tests may be received from one or more external sources. For

example, once a date is reached, or a temperature threshold is exceeded as indicated by a

sensor, or a notification is received from another computer, etc.. These conditions may be

tested by the computing agents described above.

In our example this can be achieved by the set of conditions presented in Table 6, in which

the states to be tested are given in rows and the conditions we have defined are given in

columns. Each t condition indicates whether a particular date has arrived. For example, the

condition denoted tO means t > to), and each ci (or p) condition whether the corresponding

payment has been made. Note that the payment of coupons (or principal) which are not yet

due are irrelevant for states occurring before the corresponding maturities have been

reached.

Of course, whether this or an equivalent set of conditions is used is irrelevant as long as

they uniquely determine all possible states, i.e. the chain of True, False or irrelevant values

for each state is unique. It should also be noted that, although in this example we have

considered only binary (True or False) or irrelevant conditions, these could in principle



take multiple values. In addition, besides atomic conditions as considered here, each

condition could in turn represent a composed condition, made out of several

(sub)conditions in turn. All these variations would be readily apparent to the skilled person

and fall within the scope of the present invention.

A last point to address is the meaning of the dashed box in Figure 10. Although as it stands

the diagram is perfectly valid and should describe correctly the dynamics of the coupon

bond, note that there is an intriguing similarity among states Ti and states ; as they are

very similar in meaning, differing only in the number of the time period or coupon to

which they refer (i). Therefore, they could also be represented by a common repeating or

recurrent state, plus additional information indicating to which coupon/period they refer.

This can be naturally extended to states with repeat themselves indefinitely, thus opening

the possibility for the codification of perpetuities. The definition of a codification scheme

with such recurrent states will be addressed in the next section below.

Table 6 : State definition table. Each condition can be true (T), false (F), or irrelevant (-)

for a particular state, which is thus defined by this set of dynamically testable values.

Example 2 of the Inventive Codification Technique - Recurrent state

As mentioned above, some subsets of the states of the coupon bond DFA from last section

or the coupon-bond (the Ti and Di states) correspond to very similar interpretations of the

status of the state machine, differing only in the number of the time period or coupon to

which they refer (i); i.e., in a certain sense they can be regarded as a state that repeat itself

a number of times (say from i=l to a given imax, with imax=3 in our case). Given this, it

makes sense to simplify the representation of DFA by including all those states in a



recurrent state (R) to be treated separately. With this simplification we present below the

list of contract states (Table 7), the state transition table (Table 8), the equivalent state

diagram (Figure 11), and the state definition table (Table 9) of the DFA for our example

coupon bond; note that the other elements of the DFA (inputs and actions) do not change

with respect to the previous section.

Table 7 : List of contract states for the coupon bond with a recurrent state.

Table 8: State transition table of the coupon bond with a recurrent state

Table 9 : State definition table. Each condition can be true (T), false (F), or irrelevant (-) for

a particular state, which is thus defined by this set of values, one for each condition (not

that, in turn, a condition can have multiple components).

Of course all this merely hides the complexities of the bond dynamics inside of the

recurrent state, which has to be specified separately. This simplification can be important,

however, in the case of complex state machines. An obvious analogy is that of the

introduction of loops in programming languages. The recurrent state itself is also defined

as a state machine, note however that initial and accepting states are replaced in this



context by entry and exit points, since the execution of the abstract computation is not

meant to start or finish inside the recurrent state. We present below the list of contract

states (Table 10), the state transition table (Table 11), and the state diagram (Figure 12) for

the recurrent state.

Table 10: List of contract sub-states for the recurrent state:

Table 11: Internal state transition table of the recurrent state:

A novelty of this approach is the introduction of an index (i), which keeps track of how

many times the states have been occupied. The increase of this index, and analogous

quantities (for example the total amount of money paid), can be either calculated externally

(as below for the codification scheme), or achieved by additional DFA actions, as

indicated in Table 11 for the state C. Note as well that the inputs (alphabet) for the internal

states of this recurrent state can potentially depend on the internal index (i) and/or similar

quantities. As explained before, the would-be accepting states of the system have been

replaced by exit points. The corresponding equivalent state diagram is presented in Figure

12.

The codification scheme for such a recurrent state would look, when expanded, very

similar to the relevant parts of Table 5 . However, since the spirit of this approach is not to

expand and treat each internal (sub-) state separately, it seems more natural no to present it

explicitly in a table. Instead, we present in Figure 4 the pseudocode for an algorithm which

would assign the correct vales (True or False) to the variables associated with the

conditions of the state machine codification. Variables associated with irrelevant



conditions do not need to be assigned any value, of course. In Figure 4, as in Table 5

above, each ti condition indicates whether a particular date has come (that is, ti = T means t

> ti), and each ci condition whether the corresponding (i-th) coupon has been paid.

Below, we provide the pseudocode of an algorithm which assigns appropriate values to the

variables associated with the conditions of the codification scheme for the internal states of

the recurrent state.

A last point to be addressed is the need for a termination point, represented by the index

imax. Although usual coupon bonds do have a finite maturity, perpetuities are similar

instruments which, in principle, run for ever. With our codification technique of the

recurrent state this can be achieved by a simple modification of the pseudocode as

presented below. Note that in this case the while loop will end when it encounters the first

period which maturity has not been reached, of course these variables are irrelevant and at

that point all the states are uniquely defined by the codification technique, i.e. there is a

combination of true and false values unique to each state. The following pseudocode is for

a perpetuity.



Table 11: Alternative format for the state transition table of the coupon bond in table 5 :

Compiling and Executing The Computer-Implemented DFA

Herein we describe a novel technology for the establishment (compilation) and execution

of contractual agreements based on the realization of the commitments of the different

parties (and other clauses and provisions) as a computational structure modelled as a state

machine.

In this section, we describe an advantageous technical aspect of the system regarding the

establishment and execution of such a smart contract via a blockchain. This deals with the

flow of information between the different (computer) agents which will effectively

implement the contract. Very generally, we will refer to this system as a 'botnet' (a



collection of computing agents), often without specifying which agent actually carry out

the actions described. The skilled person will understand that there are many ways in

which such implementation details could be put into effect.

As mentioned, we will use the contract for a European call option as an example to

illustrate this aspect of the invention. A European call option is an agreement that gives an

investor the right, but not the obligation, to buy a stock, bond, commodity or other asset at

a specified price {strike price) on a specified date {exercise date). The writer (seller) of the

option commits himself to sell the asset to the holder (buyer) on that date, at that price, if

the buyer decides to exercise it, which (rationally) happens if the price of the asset on that

date is higher than the strike. Given this, we assume that the contract can alternatively be

settled by the payment to the holder of an amount equal to the market price of the asset on

the exercise date minus the strike, no payment is needed otherwise and the option expires

unexercised.

The standard way of establishing and executing a (financial) contract is to sign a legal

document and have its provisions interpreted and executed, and sometimes contested, by

humans. These contracts can be regarded as composed of text, defining the terms, and a

set of values for the parameters particular to the contract at hand e.g. exercise date, writer,

public keys, etc.. These distinct elements have been separated in our system, where the

essence of the contractual text is captured as an abstract machine, a DFA, and the set of

values for the parameters of the particular instance of a contract is provided independently

- as described above.

Turning to our example, the DFA computational system consists of finite sets (S, I, t,

so, FJ, representing respectively the possible states (S), inputs (I), transitions (t), initial

state (so), and final states (F), also called accept states. In addition, and not essential to the

DFA structure itself, we consider here a set of actions (a) which the agents are required to

carry out in parallel to submitting the transactions. In the following, as is conventional, the

current time (date) will be noted by t, the maturity date by T, the price of the asset at

maturity by ST, and the strike price by K.



The main focus in this section of the application is the establishment of computer agents

associated with the states of the DFA machine. These are implemented as computing

resources comprising scripts. It should be noted that the term "script" should not be

confused in this context with a script of a blockchain transaction, such as an unlocking or

locking script. Here, the term "script" is used in the more general computing sense. The

skilled person would readily understand this and interpret the term's meaning from the

context.

The agents (scripts) are able to change the state, implement a transition, and in parallel

spin-off other sets of scripts associated with the subsequent state. The dynamic i.e. run

time identification of a DFA state with a computer script with the appropriate capabilities

is the main inventive element of this aspect of the invention. For our streamlined example,

the possible states of the contract and sufficient conditions for their definition are given in

Table 12, where also (XML) labels for the states and a natural (human) language

description of the states is given.

Note that not all imaginable states have been considered in the contract e.g. what would

happen in the event of bankruptcies, death of the holder, shutdown of Internet, etc..

However, since our current focus in this section is the analysis of the compilation and

execution of the contract, and not of the complexities of the DFA itself, our example is

appropriate, and as simple as possible but not more.

Table 12 shows the state definition table for the example of this section. Each condition

can be true (T), false (F), or irrelevant (-) for a particular state, which is thus defined by

this set of values, one for each condition. Note that, in turn, a condition can have multiple

components:

State Tag t < T ST > K paid Natural language description

- The contract is up and running, maturity
So <start> T -

has not been reached.
- Maturity reached, a payment emitted,

Si <waiting signature> F T
writer signature required.

fo <no payment> F F - Contract finishes, no payment needed.

f l <payment> F T T Contract finishes, payment has been made.

f <litigation> F T F Contract finishes, litigation required.



Continuing with the description of the different elements of the abstract DFA we turn now

to the list of inputs. This is also called the event alphabet. This is a list of the events that

can happen in relation to the contract e.g. maturity reached, payment received, etc.. These

inputs, together with the set of current states of the DFA, determine the transaction to be

submitted to the blockchain, as well as the parallel actions to be carried out by the agents;

note, however, that although technically the transition function is a S x → S mapping, not

all inputs are relevant for all states. In our streamlined example these, together with a

(XML) label and a natural language description of the event, are given in Table 13.

Table 13: List of contract inputs (event alphabet):

Computationally, the events can also be regarded as a change in the conditions defining the

state, although, as mentioned, some events are irrelevant for some (or all) states and do not

cause a state transition. In the same spirit, a list of possible actions, not all relevant for all

states, can be specified as in Table 14.

Table 14: List of contract actions:

All these elements converge in the state transition table, in which the current (initial) state

of the system (rows) together with the appropriate input (columns) determine, according to

the table, the next (final) state of the system as well as the actions to be carried out in

parallel to the transition. Note that in our DFA, besides transition transactions, we also

contemplate completion transactions, which instead of placing the system in a subsequent

state place it in an accepting state (f), which is a virtual (e.g. not incarnated on the



blockchain and not associated with any script) state that represents the termination of the

execution of the contract. An example for our European call option is given in Table 15, in

which initial states are associated with rows, inputs with columns, and each cell contains

subsequent state/action fields.

Table 15: State transition table of the contract:

In addition, it is common to represent the abstract DFA by a state diagram, shown in

Figure 13 for our example. Note that there is a correspondence between this diagram and

the (computationally useful) state transition table, so no additional information is included

in the diagram itself. Figure 13 shows the state diagram for a European call option

showing the states (blobs) and the blockchain transactions (triangles) to be submitted:

origination (o), transitions (t) and completions (c).

Technical Description

The DFA compilation mechanism consists of different elements and files which will be

discussed in turn. The computational structure embedded in these files, how the scripts

associated with different states generate not only the blockchain transactions, but also

subsequent scripts which in turn completely execute the contract, is the main focus of this

present section of the present application. To start with, the system uses two source files; in

our example:

DFA European call option - parameters.xml

DFA European call option - script.py

Here we are assuming, for concreteness, that the main language to be used for the

generation of subsequent files and execution of the contract is Python 3.5, and that the

parameters are provided in an XML 1.0 document. Of course, these implementation details

are not essential to the invention and the skilled person would understand that the use of

other standards would be equally acceptable.



The XML document contains a list of parameter fields (specified by the XML tags) and

values for the particular contract at hand i.e. one particular European call option. In our

example it has been written by hand, but it could also be created automatically, i.e. by

computing resources or agents, or by a human entering the appropriate values via a

graphical user interface (GUI), which can also be created in Python.

The main file for the technical specification of the system is the (Python) main script. This

file contains, or inserts upon execution, a hard-coded version of the abstract state transition

table (possible states, inputs and actions) and hard-coded functions specifying the DFA

inputs and actions to be considered (e.g. how to check the stock price, clock, etc.). If

relevant, i.e. for blockchain-based DFA implementations, it may contain hard-coded

templates of the (Bitcoin) transactions to be submitted by the scripts to the network.

As explained above, the state transition table completely determines the DFA at an abstract

level and is the only element needed for its functioning. Note, however, that there is a

correspondence between the legal text and the DFA state transition table. In addition to

these necessary elements, optionally, the script can also contain/generate different human-

readable documentation, e.g. the state diagram, the alphabet, etc.

In order to compile and execute a blockchain-based DFA contract the user (human or

computer) needs to fill the values of the parameters and run the main script. Using this

hard-coded information on the script and the values for the parameters, upon execution, the

script will establish the contract e.g. place it on the blockchain, and generate one or more

computer programs (other scripts) which will be run continuously by the system of

computing agents executing the contract. A possible sequence of instructions that could

accomplish this is as follows:

1. Read parameter values (or input the values directly from a GUI). This loads the

parameter values in memory, e.g. in a hash table (HT) structure (which in Python is

called a dictionary) or in a distributed hash table (DHT), e.g. the bitTorrent network

if this offers some advantages

2 . Use the parameters and the hard-coded contract template to produce the legal

contract. This document needs to be (digitally) signed by the writer of the option.



(Optionally) create the human-readable documentation for the contract.

Use the parameters and the hard-coded input and action functions to generate

instances of these functions, with the appropriate parameter values.

Load in memory (HT, or DHT) the state transition table.

If relevant, create the origination transaction as specified and submit it to the

blockchain network. This can be performed by using the Pybitcointools library.

This creates a UTXO in the blockchain associated with a specific state of the

contract on the Bitcoin blockchain as described above.

Create a Python script associated with the origination state (so) and run it (on the

same or other computers). This agent (or set of agents) will receive/produce the

appropriate inputs, execute the appropriate actions, the ones compatible with the

state, and eventually either complete the execution of the contract or produce a

transition transaction to another state, as well as spin-off subsequent scripts

controlling those states.

Terminate the compilation (main script).

Upon termination of the compiling phase the system will thus be up and running. In

accordance with an embodiment of the invention, there will be a UTXO on the blockchain

associated with the initial state of the contract, and one or several agents (Python scripts

running on botnet agents), which will be monitoring for inputs, ready to take actions, and

to produce the appropriate transitions, which would either change the state of the DFA to

another state or terminate it.

The sequence of instructions for a transition is:

1. Monitor or produce DFA inputs - function calls such as check the clock, receive

messages, etc.

2 . Once the input is determined read the transition table for the current state, this

determines the next state and possibly an action to be taken.

3 . Take the action if anything - possibly to a subroutine or function call, depending on

the complexity

4 . When relevant, create a transition transaction according to and submit it to the

blockchain.



5 . Create and run a Python script associated with the next state

6. Terminate the current script

The sequence of instructions for the completion of the contract is:

1. Monitor or produce DFA inputs; these could be subroutine or function calls such as

check the clock, receive messages, etc.

2 . Once the input is determined read the transition table for the current state, this

determines that the contract is to be completed and possibly an action taken.

3. Take the action if anything - possibly to a function call, depending on the

complexity

4 . If relevant, create a completion transaction according and submit it to the

blockchain; this will spend the last UTXO associated with the contract

5 . Terminate the current (and last) script

The DFA is therefore executed by a set of independent agents (scripts), which receive

enough information in turn from previous agents, thus going back to the initial main script

and parameter files.

Thus, in accordance with one embodiment of the invention, contracts are executed by a set

of agents (implemented as scripts) and generated dynamically as the system moves from

state to state. These agents need to have access to the current state of the system (e.g. as

incarnated by a UTXO on the blockchain), receive or generate the proper inputs according

to the events happening in the real world, take the proper actions, and carry out the

adequate transactions. All of this may be achieved within (e.g. Python) scripts using the

appropriately defined functions and existing libraries. For example, in our European call

option case, it should have access to a clock, to check whether the maturity of the contract

has been reached, and to the current price of the asset. Given this information it can decide

which is the appropriate input to consider according to the parameters. Given this, and the

actions specified in the transition matrix, the agent can decide which blockchain

transaction to produce, thereby placing the system in the next state (in our case there is

only one) or complete the execution of the contract appropriately.



It should be noted that the above-mentioned embodiments illustrate rather than limit the

invention, and that those skilled in the art will be capable of designing many alternative

embodiments without departing from the scope of the invention as defined by the

appended claims. In the claims, any reference signs placed in parentheses shall not be

construed as limiting the claims. The word "comprising" and "comprises", and the like,

does not exclude the presence of elements or steps other than those listed in any claim or

the specification as a whole. In the present specification, "comprises" means "includes or

consists of and "comprising" means "including or consisting of. The singular reference

of an element does not exclude the plural reference of such elements and vice-versa. The

invention may be implemented by means of hardware comprising several distinct elements,

and by means of a suitably programmed computer. In a device claim enumerating several

means, several of these means may be embodied by one and the same item of hardware.

The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually different dependent claims does

not indicate that a combination of these measures cannot be used to advantage.



A method of implementing a DFA on a blockchain, comprising the steps:

associating a portion of data in the locking script of an unspent output (UTXOi) of a

blockchain transaction (Txi) with a given state of the DFA.

A method according to claim 1 and further comprising the step of:

using a further transaction (Tx2) to make a transition from the state of the DFA to a

further state by spending the output (UTXOi) of the transaction (Txi);

wherein the further state is associated with a portion of data provided within a locking

script of an unspent output (UTX0 2) of the further transaction.

A method according to claim 1 or 2 and further comprising the step of:

using a portion of code to implement or represent at least one state transition trigger

which, when executed, causes a further transaction (Tx2) to spend the output (UTXOi)

of the transaction (Txi) and thus move the DFA to another state.

A method according to claim 3 wherein:

the portion of code comprises a machine-testable condition which provides a Boolean

result based upon an input.

A method according to claim 4 wherein the input is determined at run time and is used

by the portion of code to determine whether or not the unspent output (UTXOi) should

be spent so as to move the DFA to the further state.

A method according to any preceding claim wherein the portion of data in the unspent

output (UTXOi) is provided in a locking script.

A method according to claim 6 wherein the portion of data is a tag, label or a portion

of metadata.



8. A method according to any preceding claim wherein:

the DFA is a model of a machine-executable smart contract.

9 . A method according to any preceding claim wherein:

the unspent output (UTXOi) comprises a locking script which includes a hash of a

puzzle, the solution of which must be provided by an input of a further transaction in

order to spend the output (UTXOi) and transition the DFA to another state.

10. A method according to any preceding claim wherein:

the unspent output (UTXOi) comprises a locking script which includes a hash of a

redeem script which must be provided by an input of a further transaction in order to

spend the output (UTXOi) and transition the DFA to another state.

11. A method according to claim 10 wherein the redeem script comprises a cryptographic

key.

12. A method according to any preceding claim and further comprising the step of:

using one or more computing agents to perform the step of any preceding claim.

13. A method of implementing a DFA on a blockchain, the method comprising the steps

of:

executing a program which is arranged to monitor for and/or receive an input signal and,

responsive to the input signal, generate a blockchain transaction Tx2 which comprises an

unspent output (UTXO) and spends an output of a previous transaction Txi;

wherein:

the output of previous transaction Txi comprises a locking script which includes an

identifier associated with a first state of the DFA, and

the unspent output (UTXO) of transaction Tx2 comprises a locking script which includes a

further identifier associated with a further state of the DFA.

14. A method of implementing a DFA on a blockchain, comprising the steps:



using at least one input signal to execute at least one condition and, based on the

outcome of the execution of the condition, perform an action in accordance with a

state transition table for the DFA;

wherein performance of the action is identifiable from the state of a blockchain ledger.

15. A system arranged to implement the method of any of claims 1 to 14.

16. A system according to claim 15 wherein the system comprises:

a blockchain platform;

at least one computing agent arranged to implement the DFA via the blockchain.
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